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1. Introduction
1.1

1.2

Magic Compass Ltd (hereinafter, “the Company”) is an Investment Firm regulated by the
Cyprus Securities and Exchange Commission (hereinafter, “CySEC”) with Licence number
299/16.
The legal framework that governs trading in CFDs and other derivative financial instruments is
the Investment Services, the Exercise of Investment Activities, the Operation of Regulated
Markets and Other Related Matters Law 144(I)/2007,) as subsequently amended from time to
time.

2. Scope of this Cookie Policy of the Privacy Policy
2.1

With the implementation of the Cookie Policy (the “Policy”) the Company aims to outline and
explain how the Company manages and uses cookies on its website and how clients are
affected from cookies.

3. Use of Cookies
Magic Compass Limited’s (“MAGIC COMPASS LTD”, “we”, “our”, “us”) website uses cookies to
distinguish you from other users of our website. This helps us to provide you with a good experience
when you browse our website and also allows us to improve our site.
3.1 What is a cookie?
Cookies are text files containing small amounts of information which are downloaded to your
device when you visit a website. Cookies are then sent back to the originating website on each
subsequent visit, or to another website that recognises that cookie. Cookies are useful because
they allow a website to recognise a user’s device.
Cookies do lots of different jobs, like letting you navigate between pages efficiently, remembering
your preferences, and generally improve the user experience. They can also help to ensure that
adverts you see online are more relevant to you and your interests.
The cookies used on this website have been categorised based on the categories found in the
International Chamber of Commerce (“ICC”) REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS Cookie guide. A list of all the
cookies used on this website by category is set out below.
3.2 Categories of cookie we use
The categories of cookies we use are:
(a) Essential/strictly necessary cookies are required for the operation of the Company’s website. These
cookies allow clients to access various secured areas of the Company’s website. Clients by opt to

disable these cookies, this may have a negative impact on their browsing experience and in particular,
they will not be able to fully access secure areas of the Company’s website. They include, for example,
cookies that enable you to log into secure areas of our website, use a credit card or make use of ebilling services.
(b) Analytical/performance cookies are used to recognize, monitor and track the number of visitors, how
Clients use the Company’s website and for how long. This helps the Company to improve the way its
website works and consequently to improve how the Company provides the Company’s website
content to Clients. These cookies are not used to determine the personal identity of Clients.
(c) Functionality cookies are used to allow the Company to remember clients’ preferences and to
recognize when a client returns to the Company’s website. This helps the Company to personalize its
website content for Clients. For example, these cookies remember Clients’ username and the
customization preference previously selected by clients such as language of region.
(d) Targeting cookies are cookies that record clients’ visits on Company’s websites, pages visited and
links followed. This information is shared with third parties such as advertising and social media
websites for the provision of services such as:
•

Use information about clients’ visits to target advertising to clients on other websites

•

Use information about clients’ visits in order to present clients with advertisements that might be in
clients’ interest
Use information about clients’ visits for the purposes of matching, audience research and creation of
audience segments.

The cookies used on our website enable us to:
•

Estimate our audience size and usage pattern.

•

Store information about your preferences, and so allow us to customize our site and to provide you with
offers that are targeted at your individual interests.

•

Speed up your searches.

•

Recognize you when you return to our site.

•

Allow you to use our site in a way that makes your browsing experience more convenient, for example, by
allowing you to store items in an electronic shopping basket between visits. If you register with us or
complete our online forms, we will use cookies to remember your details during your current visit, and
any future visits provided the cookie was not deleted in the interim.

3.3 List of cookies in use on this website:
Cookie Name

Purpose

JSESSIONID

Live Chat

CC

Live Chat

_unam

Tracking Customers behavior on the site

_ga

Tracking Customers behavior on the site

Gatgtag_UA_115466811_1

Tracking Customers behavior on the site

_gid

Tracking Customers behavior on the site

4. Setting your Cookie Preferences
4.1

You can control how cookies are placed on your device from within your own browser. You can
also delete existing cookies from your browser. However, refusing and/or deleting cookies may
mean some sections of our site will not work properly.

5. Opt-out/Disable “Cookies”
5.1

Clients may be able to refuse to have cookies stored on their computer, mobile device or any
other device by changing the settings of their browser to refuse all cookies, and/or have their
device to notify them each time a cookie is sent to their device. However, by controlling their
cookies in this way may impair the quality of service provided by the Company to its clients
and therefore, it is recommended for clients to allow cookies on their device to ensure the
best possible experience and quality services provided by the Company and/or to fully access
secure areas of the Company’s website.

6. General Information
6.1

Cookies are not used to determine the personal identity of every person merely visiting the
Company’s website but instead collect more general information such as how users arrive on
the Company’s website, how they use its website or to determine a user’s general location. The
clients’ privacy is considered and treated by Company with utmost importance and highest

priority and this Policy applies to former, existing and potential clients as well as to any visitors
of the Company’s website.
6.2 Please note that third parties (including, for example, advertising networks and providers of
external services like web traffic analysis services) may also use cookies, over which we have no
control. These cookies are likely to be analytical/performance cookies or targeting cookies.
6.3 You block cookies by activating the setting on your browser that allows you to refuse the setting
of all or some cookies. However, if you use your browser settings to block all cookies (including
essential cookies) you may not be able to access all or parts of our site.
6.4

For further details with regards to use of clients’ personal information/data please refer to the
Company’s Privacy Policy, available on the Company’s or you may contact the Company’s
Support Department at compliance@magiccompass.com

